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Abstract: The three-dimensional structures adopted by pro-

teins are predicated by their many biological functions. Mass

spectrometry has played a rapidly expanding role in protein

structure discovery, enabling the generation of models for both

proteins and their higher-order assemblies. While important

coursed-grained insights have been generated, relatively few

examples exist where mass spectrometry has been successfully

applied to the characterization of protein tertiary structure.

Here, we demonstrate that gas-phase unfolding can be used to

determine the number of autonomously folded domains within

monomeric proteins. Our ion mobility-mass spectrometry data

highlight a strong, positive correlation between the number of

protein unfolding transitions observed in the gas phase and the

number of known domains within a group of sixteen proteins

ranging from 8–78 kDa. This correlation and its potential uses

for structural biology is discussed.

Rapidly characterizing the three-dimensional structures of

proteins, and their higher-order complexes, is an unquestion-

ably important goal in the post-genomic era.[1] While X-ray

and NMR analyses provide invaluable high-resolution struc-

ture information, ion-mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS),

which separates gas-phase ions according to both their size-

to-charge and mass-to-charge ratios, can be engaged to

provide structural constraints in a manner orthogonal to

these more-established techniques.[2] Many examples exist

where IM-MS datasets have provided structural details for

protein targets where few existed previously by offering

significant advantages in terms of speed, sample consumption,

and the ability to analyze complex mixtures.[3] Despite

successes in defining the overall quaternary structure of

multiprotein machines, IM-MS technologies have fewer

approaches available to determine the more-local elements

of protein conformation within these assemblies. IM meas-

urements have been used in conjunction with molecular

dynamics for well over a decade to generate high-fidelity

structures for peptides and small proteins,[4] but the size

information contained within the IM measurement loses its

ability to adequately filter models for larger protein systems,

and thus their structures within larger assemblies. Therefore,

there is a clear need to develop MS-based technologies

capable of providing local structure information for larger,

multi-domain proteins. Herein, we report the first use of gas-

phase unfolding as a means of determining the number of

autonomously folded domains within monomeric proteins.

Figure 1 illustrates our general experimental procedure,

using a monomeric protein with two distinct domains (Fig-

ure 1a) as an example. Protein ions created using nano-

electrospray ionization (nESI) are sampled by two separate

analysis streams. In the first, protein ions created under native

conditions (200 mm NH4OAc) are selected for collisional

activation (Figure 1b). Energy-resolved IM-MS data,

acquired over a range of bias voltage values between the

exit of the quadrupole mass filter and the ion trap region prior

to IM separation, are used to track the unfolding of individual

charge states of the protein ion population (Figure 1c). IM

drift time data is converted to collision cross-section (CCS) to

directly correlate the unfolding data to protein sizes and

enable comparisons between different proteins and replicate

runs on the same protein system (Figure 1d). These CCS data

are then combined into a collision induced unfolding (CIU)

fingerprint, where the energy required for protein ion

unfolding can be readily identified for each conformer

family detected (Figure 1e). Our detailed analysis for anno-

tating CIU data can be found in Supporting Information, and

involves the assessment of the total number of resolved

features observed in excess of the initial population, and

correlates this with the number of known domains within

a given monomer.

The second experimental track involves proteins partially

denatured in solution using a combination of organic and

acidified solvents prior to nESI (Figure 1 f). These data are

characterized by the extensive charging of the protein ions

produced, in a manner correlated with their increased surface

area upon unfolding, and the drift time profiles for such ions

are recorded for all of the charge states generated (Fig-

ure 1g). As observed previously, protein ions adopt a broad

range of unfolded or partially unfolded structures upon

charging (Supporting Information, Figure S1), ultimately

achieving highly charged string-like conformations.[4] Our

analysis tracks all of this data in both IM drift time and CCS

space (Figure 1h), and uses a simple derivative analysis to

identify regions within IM data that exhibit the greatest rate

of change in CCS (dCCS, Figure 1 i), which typically overlaps

with charge states where the protein ions exist simultaneously
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in multiple conformations. As above, this enables us to

correlate regions of greatest dCCS directly to the number of

expected protein domains.

We first examined the unfolding properties of ubiquitin,

and its N-to-C-terminus, covalently linked multi-domain

analogues, in the gas phase (Figure 2a–h). Single-domain

ubiquitin is currently among the most-studied gas-phase

proteins.[5] Recent work has demonstrated a clear correlation

between the folded state of the biopolymer in solution and its

resultant gas-phase conformer populations.[5] The native

ubiquitin fold is a mixture of a-helix and b-sheet secondary

structure, making it an ideal initial target for our approach. A

single ubiquitin domain exhibits one unfolding transition

when low charge state protein ions are selected for CIU, and

one dCCS feature in Coulombic unfolding data, both

indicative of a single domain structure. As additional

ubiquitin domains are added to the C-terminus of the original

protein, further CIU and Coulombic unfolding signals are

observed, each in precise agreement with the expected

response for the known domain structure of the proteins

analyzed. When our dataset is expanded to include primarily

a-helical (Figure 2 i–n) and b-sheet (Figure 2o–t) proteins

(with their crystal structures and PDB codes shown in the

Figure 1. Diagram illustrating IM-MS data collection and analysis

procedures. A native two-domain protein (a) is subjected to collisional

unfolding in the gas phase (b) or Coulombic unfolding through

denaturation in solution (f). c) An example overlay of collisional

unfolding data collected over a range of collision voltages, resulting in

three conformational families I (blue), II (red), and III (green)

observed at low, medium, and high voltage values respectively. d) The

drift time profile is converted into collision cross-section (CCS) data

for each collision voltage. e) Combined data recorded under all

collision voltages, where CCS is plotted against collision voltage.

Colors denote signal intensity as indicated. g) Drift time profile of

Coulombically unfolded protein ions. Along with the three general

regions of protein unfolding shown I (blue), II’ (red), and III’ (green),

two intermediate stages, marked A and B, are also observed. h) Cali-

brated data plotting CCS against protein charge state. i) A first

derivative plot where dCCS is plotted as a function of charge state,

serving to highlight stages A and B.

Figure 2. Collisional (a, c, e, g, i, k, m, o, q, s) and Coulombic (b, d, f,

h, j, l, n, p, r, t) unfolding data for a range of proteins. Charge states

used in collisional unfolding experiments are noted on the top left

corner of each CIU fingerprint. Conformational families detected are

noted with numerals I through V. Intermediate unfolding stages

identified within Coulombic unfolding experiments are labelled A to D.

The dashed line represents an empirically derived signal cut-off value

at dCCS=1.5 nm2. (a,b) ubuiquitin, (c,d) di-ubiquitin (N-C linked),

(e,f) tri-ubiquitin (N-C linked), (g,h) tetra-ubiquitin (N-C linked), (i,j)

cytochrome C, (k,l) glutathione S-transferase, (m,n) serum albumin,

(o,p) green fluorescence protein, (q,r) g-D crystalline, and (s,t)

fibronectin are clustered into ubiquitin proteins (with each domain

bearing a mixture of a-helix and b-sheet secondary structure), primarily

a-helix proteins and primarily b-sheet proteins, indicated by white,

pink, and yellow, respectively. The X-ray structures and PDB codes for

these proteins are provided in Supporting Information, Figure S2.
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Supporting Information, Figure S2), these general correla-

tions are retained.

Our poly-ubiquitin data reveals general trends in the

domain-related unfolding of gas-phase proteins. For example,

while mono- (5+) and di- (7+) ubiquitin CIU fingerprints

contain clear, step-wise transitions between the different

unfolded forms observed, tri- (9+) and tetra- (11+) ubiquitin

CIU data reveal more-complex transitions between inter-

mediate states. Specifically, conformational family II in both

the tri- (Figure 2e) and tetra-ubiquitin (Figure 2g) datasets

appears broadened on the CCS axis, and possess a diagonal-

ized shape in CCS/voltage space. This is also observed in

serum albumin (Figure 2m) and, to a lesser extent, in

fibronectin (Figure 2s) datasets. It is likely that these

broadened CIU features relate to significant inter-domain

contacts in the gas-phase structures present. Despite these

complexities, however, the number of resolved features

observed is clearly correlated with the number of autono-

mously folded domains expected within the protein.

A careful analysis of our Coulombic unfolding data also

highlights general trends. For example, mono-domain ubiq-

uitin exhibits maximum dCCS values at about 7 charges,

which compares well to previously reported IM-MS data for

this protein.[5] In comparison, di-ubiquitin exhibits maximum

dCCS at about 10 charges, and this value increases to about 13

and about 15 charges for tri- and tetra-ubiquitin, respectively.

This increase correlates closely with the trends in average

CCS values for the intact proteins in low charge states, as well

as CCS estimates based on fixed-density and protein molec-

ular mass (linear R2
> 0.99),[6] suggesting that initial domain

unfolding is strongly correlated with protein ion surface

charge. This general trend continues throughout our dataset.

Furthermore, while di- and tri- ubiquitin require relatively

equal amounts of charge to unfold subsequent domains (4 or 5

charges on average), the Coulombic unfolding of tetra-

ubiquitin appears less-evenly spaced as a function of charge,

requiring between 3 and 9 charges to initiate unfolding of

subsequent domains. As above, this more-complex relation-

ship between ion charge state and unfolding is likely related

to the larger number of inter-domain contacts in the gas-phase

protein ion structure, and is also observed in our serum

albumin (Figure 2n) and fibronectin (Figure 2 t) datasets. We

have assigned an empirical noise value of 1.5 nm2 to all such

datasets and, when signals are detected above this threshold,

a clear correlation between unfolding data and known

domain structure is observed.

One key element to successfully mapping CIU data onto

protein domain structure involves the selection of protein

charge state for detailed analysis. Higher protein charge states

typically generate a large number of CIU transitions that may

not correlate with protein domain structure. As shown on

Figure 3, all of the charge states identified in this study that

produce CIU data in optimal agreement with domain-

resolved unfolding patters follow a power-law correlation as

a function of protein mass (Figure 3a) and solvent accessible

surface area (Figure 3b). The trends in our data are mirrored

by previously observed functions that are used to predict the

average charging of protein ions from native solution by

ESI,[7] but are offset to charge values that are 15% and 33%

lower when the solvent accessible surface areas and the

average masses of the proteins are considered respectively.

While clearly held within our entire dataset, we have

made observations that illustrate minor caveats to the above-

noted correlations. For example, green fluorescent protein

CIU data shown in Figure 2o contains a small signal at 21 nm2

along with the main unfolding transition at 22.5 nm2 used in

our domain analysis. Furthermore, the Coulombic unfolding

data collected for this protein (Figure 2p) is broadened

relative to others collected. We note, however, that the extra

CIU signal is less than 10% of the total and owing to its low

intensity can be easily ignored. Unsurprisingly, CIU data for

proteins where the domains are not linked through their

respective N and C termini are often more complex than

those shown in Figure 2 (for example, K48 and K63 linked di-

ubiquitin; Supporting Information, Figure S3), but as non-

linear protein sequences comprise less than 3% of the

proteome,[8] and are easily detected by MS, spurious CIU

domain assignments for such non-linear sequences are

unlikely. Our data for cytochrome P450 reductase (CPR),

a three-domain protein, produces CIU data in excellent

agreement with known domain number, but produces Cou-

lombic unfolding data that is more difficult to interpret, likely

due to an inability to identify optimized solution conditions

for unfolding (Supporting Information, Figure S4). Likewise,

in the case of the Abelson protein tyrosine kinase and

transferrin, the SCOP[9] and CATH[10] databases provide

different assessments of the total number of autonomous

domains contained within the proteins. In the former case,

CIU and Coulombic unfolding identify a two domain

structure in agreement with CATH. In the latter case,

Coulombic data is in agreement with the SCOP classification,

and the CIU with CATH (Supporting Information, Fig-

ure S5). Finally, in the case of billverdin reductase, BVR

(Supporting Information, Figure S6), Coulombic unfolding

Figure 3. a) Protein charge states used in CIU experiments plotted

against protein mass for thirteen of the systems studied here (*), all

possessing uniform SCOP and CATH domain classifications. R2 for the

fit shown is 0.99. The solid line indicates expected average charge

state from previous experiments that use fixed protein density to

estimate surface charging for protein ions produced from ESI under

native conditions. b) Protein charge states used in CIU experiments

plotted against solvent accessible surface area for the same systems

analyzed in Figure 3a (*), as determined from available X-ray struc-

tures. R2 for the fit shown is 0.96. The solid line indicates expected

average charge states for these protein ion surface areas, generated

from ESI under native conditions, derived from previous experimental

data.
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data is in strong agreement with the CATH domain analysis,

but CIU data suggests a third domain, which is most likely due

to the highly intermingled nature of the domain structure

within the protein.[11] As above, such domain architectures are

expected to account for an exceedingly small portion of the

proteome (less than 0.3%), thus minimally impacting the

domain analysis of unknowns.[12]

In conclusion, we have used a group of sixteen proteins to

identify and validate a fundamental correlation between gas-

phase protein unfolding and their domain structures in

solution. While measurements of gas-phase protein unfolding

are now over two decades old,[13] and have revealed that single

domain proteins and protein complex ions can adopt both

compact and unfolded conformations in the absence of bulk

solvent as a function of both charge state and collisional

activation specific to the gas phase,[14] neither the ability to

extract physical descriptors of protein structure nor general

trends within these data have been reported previously. The

unfolding observed here demonstrates discrete unfolding

stages for each domain, similar to atomic force microscopy

(AFM) experiments where proteins tethered to a surface are

mechanically unfolded.[15] Unlike traditional solution-phase

unfolding experiments, in which homologous domains often

unfold cooperatively, gas-phase unfolding is likely able to

make use of subtle structural differences in equivalent

domains to initiate unfolding in only one region of the

structure. Once triggered, asymmetric protein unfolding is

undoubtedly driven by a mechanism similar to that previously

described for multi-chain non-covalent protein complexes.[16]

The trends we identify are shown to be independent of

protein size (8–78 kDa) and fold type. By selecting charge

states that are significantly lower than the average produced

by ESI from native solutions, CIU data can be generated that

is highly protein domain-correlated. While having clear

applications in multiprotein topology mapping,[17] we are

currently pursuing CIU and Coulombic unfolding analysis

approaches aimed at the rapid assessment of intact antibodies

and other biotheraputics.

Experimental Section
A full description of the methods, detailed materials, along with

supporting IM-MS experiments are given in the Supporting Informa-

tion. Briefly, IM-MS data were collected using a quadrupole-ion

mobility-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (Q-IM-ToF MS) instru-

ment (Synapt G2 HDMS, Waters, Milford MA, USA) as described

previously.[18] All proteins were acquired from sources and methods

described in detail in Supporting Information. Proteins were prepared

separately for CIU and Coulombic unfolding experiments as

described in Supporting Information, using a final protein concen-

tration of 5–10 mm. CCS values were calibrated in a manner described

previously.[19] Solvent accessible surface areas for all proteins were

calculated with GETAREA[20] using the appropriate Protein Data

Bank entries (codes are listed in Supporting Information).
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